2010 f150 steering shaft

This listing is for part or sub-assembly number given below only. Nothing fits, performs best
than OEM. I believe you get what you pay for. With a steering component, safety is important. I
looked at local parts store brands, just not the same. Replacing steering shaft, it's a bit tough to
get at, and I didn't wanna buy a cheaper one and risk doing it again sooner than later. Verified
purchase: Yes Condition: new Sold by: fairwayfordparts. Steering is so much smoother now.
Verified purchase: Yes Condition: new Sold by: quirkparts. OEM part. Good quality, just wish it
came with the two bolts. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a
new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens
in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing
Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if this part fits your vehicle. Picture Information. Mouse over to
Zoom - Click to enlarge. Trusted seller, fast shipping, and easy returns. Learn more - Top Rated
Plus - opens in new window or tab. Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn
more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller information
discountpartsdepot Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More See all. Item Information
Condition:. Sign in to check out Check out as guest. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list.
Watch list is full. Same day Shipping. Longtime Member. This amount is subject to change until
you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and
conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Item location:. Manheim, Pennsylvania, United
States. Ships to:. United States and many other countries See details. For additional
information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or
tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. Estimated
between Wed. Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods. Any international
shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new
window or tab International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to
Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid
in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Related sponsored
items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This
translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting
translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is
not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. My Garage. Go to My Garage.
Please wait. We were unable to complete your request. Please try again later. This part is not
compatible with this. Compatibility information is not available for this item. Oops, something
went wrong. This part is compatible with below vehicle s. This part is compatible with below
vehicle s matching this. A quantity of 2 is recommended. Portions of the information contained
in this table have been provided by discountpartsdepot. Search within store. Ford Genuine
Parts. Ford Factory Accessories F Ford Genuine Diesel Engine Par. Ford Factory Accessory
Escap. Ford Factory Accessories. This is a brand new in box. Ford Genuine factory part as sold
in your local Ford Dealership, but at a substantial savings! Brand new Genuine Ford Parts, new
in box opened only to ensure parts are not damaged prior to shipping out! Froo Shipping and
handling. This item will ship to Ukraine , but the seller has not specified shipping options.
Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request a shipping method to your
location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. No additional
import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and
includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 10 items
available. Please enter a number less than or equal to Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9
numbers for the ZIP Code. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy.
Payment details. Payment methods. Ratings and Reviews Write a review. Most relevant reviews
See all 8 reviews. X Previous image. OEM part from ford fixed the problem X Previous image.
Happy I went OEM. Quality OEM part. Good quality, just wish it came with the two bolts X
Previous image. Left and Right Turns Smoothly! Work great! Why is this review inappropriate?
Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a
new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this variation.
Ford Motor Company. International Priority Shipping. The most recently reported issues are
listed below. Please also check out the statistics and reliability analysis of the Ford F based on
all problems reported for the F I see a lot a Ford f owners after 80, miles having trouble with the
steering joint in their trucks the steering starts sticking and steering gets very hard. It's just not
my truck lots of owners are having the same problem. The steering got vary tight on the
highway. Then I got off the highway and pulled into a parking lot. Suddenly the steering wheel
broke while entering the parking lot. I could move the steering wheel. But it was not turning the
tires. Thankfully I was in a parking lot and not on the highway which I had just left. If I was on

the highway I would not be writing this complaint. Because I would be in the hospital or dead!.
Other 5 incidents were about 3 years ago. Each occasion, slowing down to a stop, engine shuts
off while making a turn, and I put it in neutral while pressing brakes, starts up, and I keep going
down the road. I looked up any recalls but did not find anything regarding this. F forums have
the exact same incidents and when taking to Ford dealership, they cannot find anything wrong.
Please let me know my options of getting Ford to do something. Steering gets hard and easy
when driving seems dangerous?? Power steering cuts. This lariat f vehicle has miles on the
engine. This happens infrequently. It can be the first start in the morning or a restart after the
vehicle has run for hours. Always happens on a restart, not while the vehicle is running. The
steering shaft has two u joints, the one closest to the exhaust manifold siezed up making it
almost impossible to steer, very dangerous when pulling a camper at highway speed to say the
lease. I had it fixed by a Ford mechanic part was bucks alone and he said it is very common on
them. I noticed a recall on the crown victorias for the same issue on the police models. Why is
there not recall on the f ?. When slowing down at an intersection for example to make a turn the
vehicle dies and makes it very, very difficult to turn because the power steering does not work. I
have almost gotten into two accidents because of not being able to stay in my lane during the
turn. I have never seen a truck so difficult to turn when the engine is not running. Additionally,
the truck will not start after fueling. I had the truck towed the first time it happened and the Ford
dealer madison county Ford in richmond, ky said it was a transmission problem. The first time I
put fuel in the truck, it would not start. It sat a couple of days and started. The engine was
stopping just as it did before. Took it back to the same Ford dealer and they said they had
diagnosed the problem properly. The paramount issue is when the truck dies while driving and
it can't be steered properly. Tl the contact owns a Ford F While driving 10 mph, the vehicle lost
steering functionality. The vehicle was towed to jarrett scott Ford e baker st, plant city, FL ,
where it was diagnosed that the steering rod had fractured and separated from the steering
wheel. The vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer was notified of the failure. The
approximate failure mileage was 92, I own a Ford F fx4 4x4 5. The intermediate steering shaft
was binding up, causing a heavy steering condition, steering not returning to center after
turning and a binding condition. The part was replaced at approximately 36k miles by
washington Ford in washington PA. Approx 2 years have passed and at 63k miles experiencing
the same conditions with Ford replacement part. Service department could not detect or
diagnose an issue. An after market part has been ordered for replacement. After a long search
at local Ford dealerships for the part it was discovered that a number of Ford parts dealers as
well as big box parts houses have the replacement parts on back order. Woltz and wind Ford in
carnegie was reporting to me a 40 quantity back order for the part. Many complaints observed
online. Appears to be a safety concern with numerous owners online. Please advise. Stock
image attached thank you. Bought new in April , Ford xlt Now at 73k mi. Last two weeks. Could
not start twice after filling up. Had to keep flooring vehicle to crank over. Hi performance battery
is two mths old. Died at red light three times. Died at yield sign twice. Died at bank atm once.
Lost steering control when engine died coming out of yield sign. Luckily hit no one. Took it to
Ford dealership,asked about recall notice or if others had similar problems. Negative response
on both. Told them thousands of same problem posted on internet. They told me many people
just post stuff. Many posters said Ford dealers computers showed no problem when truck is
hooked up. Taking it to an independent mechanic shop. Too dangerous to keep driving. Will
injure someone and myself,or worse. Will be notifying Ford. The oil light came on and I lost all
power I had to put in park and restart. Took about 5 tries for the truck to restart. It did the same
thing again about five minutes later while making another left turn. Also, died when I was sitting
at a light preparing to turn right. While slowing for a stop engine shut down. No engine lights or
warnings were displayed. Steering locked up. Truck restarted with no problem. Very dangerous.
I started my truck on a cold morning and no more then 10 seconds after I started it my power
steering line exploded off and power steering fluid went every where. Since March of it has
come off two more times December and January I've looked at other F motors and we have the
same set up, so I'm not sure why mine keep exploding off. Thank you [xxx] information redacted
pursuant to the freedom of information act foia , 5 u. While breaking to make right hand turn
engine stalled. First indication was truck was impossible to steer. I was able to stop truck in the
middle of the intersection. At a higher speed this would have been deadly. Ford dealer claimed
to have never heard of the problem even though an internet search shows thousands of such
incidents, many of them reported to this agency. Dealer was unable to find a cause, although
the manager said it was likely the throttle body but he could not replace a part under warranty
unless it was positively known to be defective. I was sent on my way to risk my life in an unsafe
vehicle. Discovered power steering out of fluid- refilled and noticed it runs out every day- took
to dealer and discovered bad hose- on backorder for two months- have to refill every day and

pray that it doesn't fail me going down the road- steering loss is not a good thing in my bookthis is a two year old truck and the lack of parts is a serious problem to me as I have to drive the
truck daily-. On may 8th , my truck stalled while I was merging into traffic at approx. The vehicle
was brand new when I purchased it in may of from gulf coast auto Ford in angleton,texas. So, I
had them tow it to their shop for repairs. The mass air flow sensor was replaced on may 9th,
and I drove the vehicle until Friday , may 11th, when the same problem occurred. The vehicle
stalled at traffic speeds, died, and then couldn't be restarted! What can I do? Ford is telling the
dealership to put an on-board data recorder on my truck that they cannot even get from Ford! I
only have miles on this vehicle and have cared for it meticulously. I was driving down the
highway around February 6th and my f stalled on me. I was able to crank it back up and keeping
moving. This was not the first time this happened. It was the worst one seeing has how I was
doing maybe I took it to the Ford dealership and they said they could find a problem while
driving the truck, so downloaded some new software to my computer and said that should fix
the issue. On April 11th the same thing happened again, I was driving in a parking lot and my
truck stalled. I wasn't able to crank the truck back up for almost 30 minutes. When I was able to
start it back up there are a burning smell coming from the truck. I this time had the truck towed
to Ford and spoke to them today and they stated they again found nothing wrong and couldn't
recreate the problem. The have contacted Ford hq for answers. My worry is that I am going to
get in a crash because of this problem. I have done some looking around on the internet and
found a lot of people having this issue, and nothing seems to be getting done. This F pick up
truck was purchased in April as new. Everything was ok until April The truck stalled without
warning when it slowed down or made turns. The engine died and no power, no steering. I was
able to restart it and sent the truck to the dealer shop right away. On the way to the dealer, it
stalled couple of more times. Luckily, no other cars were behind, otherwise I could not imagine
what would happen. The dealer could not duplicate the problem or get a code. I checked online
and noticed many f owners had same problems. Some of people mentioned to change throttle
body, so I told the dealer shop and got throttle body changed. During the next 2 months, it did
not happen again. However, on July 5th , it stalled again when I made turns in the local. I sent
the truck back to the dealer shop again and they still did not know how to fix the problem, since
it happened intermittent. Now I am afraid of driving my truck. Absolutely no drive on highways.
It is a severe safety issue. I am very frustrated since the truck is not living to what it is suppose
to be. When declerating to a stop or stopped the engine will die. When I attempt a restart the
engine will try to turn over for seconds then stop. After 3 or 4 attemps and giving a little gas the
truck will start. This has now happened 5 times to me in the past 2 weeks. I took the truck to
Ford and they didnt return any codes so nothing repaired. They fit my truck with a recorder and
I am suppose to press a button next time it dies. This seems to be a serious issue as I have
seen dozens of posts with the same issue. The contact owns a Ford F The contact stated that
on six or seven occasions, the steering wheel seized while driving at various speeds. The failure
occurred on an intermittent basis. The vehicle was not taken to have the failure diagnosed or
repaired. The manufacturer was not made aware of the failure. The failure mileage was 24,
Steering wheel siezed while in right hand turn at 10 mph. The vehicle sounded bells but the
engine remained running. The breaks barely stopped the vehicle. Attempts to turn the steering
wheel after stopping were unsuccessful even with force. Turned the vehicle off, let it set for a
couple minutes then started the engine which resulted in normal steering. The vehicle is now at
tuttle click Ford in irvine, CA. Tl- the contact owns a Ford F The contact stated that he was
experiencing a recurring failure with the rear doors. The warning light indicating that the rear
doors were ajar was continuously illuminating without the contact engaging the doors. The rear
doors were off track and the dealer replaced the doors four times in an attempt to correct the
failure. In addition, the power steering fluid line was corroded and needed to be replaced. The
contact also stated that the battery failed and needed to be replaced as well. All of the failures
occurred within the first 20, miles driven on the vehicle. The vehicle was repaired. The failure
mileage was 1, and the current mileage was 20, I bought this car in March As soon I bought this
I heard a sound when I make a turn. I took the car for services in alberic colon Ford in December
First they said that everything was good. After that ask for a supervisor that make a test drive
with me he heard the sound and they keep a car for two weeks. After that as soon I took the car
out I heard the sound. In August I took the car again to the service. Again they said that
everything was good. I request another test drive with a supervisor and the mechanic they
heard the sound and keep the car from September 6 to October 6 After a month they call me and
said that Ford said that is something characteristic in this model. Thanks in advance for this
matter. Car Problems. Steering problem 1. Steering problem 2. Steering problem 3. Steering
problem 4. Steering problem 5. Steering problem 6. Steering problem 7. Steering problem 8.
Steering problem 9. Steering problem Other Steering related problems of the Ford F Steering

problems Power Steering Pump problems. Power Steering Fluid problems. Steering Column
problems. Power Steering Failed problems. Steering Rack And Pinion problems. Lose Power
Steering problems. Steering Noise problems. Steering Tie Rod Assembly problems. Steering Is
Tight problems. Complete Repair in One Purchase - Stop searching for parts individually and
complete your repair with a single purchase of a customized kit or set from DIY Solutions.
High-Quality Parts from Trusted Brands - DIY Solutions' kits and sets are selected from the best
automotive brands and include hard-to-find and even obsolete parts you may need for your
vehicle. Guaranteed Fit - DIY Solutions ensures its selected parts are quality-tested to guarantee
fit and function. This item is backed by our limited lifetime warranty. In the event this item
should fail due to manufacturing defects during intended use, we will replace the part free of
charge. This warranty covers the cost of the part only. Shipping is not available to Canada. Final
shipping costs are available at checkout. Created on: Learn how to replace the intermediate
steering shaft in your Ford F with this video from 1A Auto. This item may be interchangeable
with parts from other brands with the above part numbers. This information is provided only for
reference and does not guarantee that the item you are purchasing is identical to parts with part
numbers from the brands listed above. To confirm that this item fits your vehicle, use the above
"Check Vehicle Fit" option. Not all parts are the perfect fit. Enter your Vehicle and we'll confirm
fit, or help get you to one that will. Orders ship same day when ordered by 2pm ET. Need your
part faster? Choose expedited shipping at checkout. Providing you the highest quality, direct fit
replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest product standards. Exceeding customers'
expectations every day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help. Thousands of
how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and model guide you step-by-step through
your repair. This part will only fit a Ford F Truck with these options. Clear vehicle X. Year Make
Model. Search by Vehicle. Select your vehicle. Year Make Model Search. Shop by Make. F Truck.
Add to Cart. Loading Delivery Options. Delivery options for:. Estimated Arrival Cost Finalize
your delivery options in checkout. Brand : PSA Frequently bought together. Vehicle Fit. Highest
Quality Materials Made from highest quality materials that meet or exceed OEM standards Direct
Fit Replacement - Guaranteed to fit and function for your specific application Quality Tested built to a strict level of product standards. Lifetime Warranty This item is backed by our limited
lifetime warranty. Apply copper anti-seize on the upper steering shaft Install the lower end of the
intermediate shaft onto the lower steering shaft Tap on the lower end of the intermediate shaft
lightly with a hammer to seat it properly Apply thread locker to the bolts if desired Replace the
10 mm lower clamp bolt Install the upper end of the intermediate shaft onto the upper steering
shaft Replace the 13 mm upper clamp bolt Torque both bolts to 22 ft-lb Remove the bungee
cord from the steering wheel. Watch video. Check Vehicle Fit. Fits these Makes Ford Lincoln.
Product Reviews. Easy as 1,2,3. Excellent price, parts and service! Nothing but the best!
Intermediate Shaft Ford F Great Price and fast delivery. Mechanic installed and is working
perfectly. No issues to date. I definitely recommend 1aauto. I will order from them again.
Intermediate steering shaft. Well it fit great and looked exactly like old one but one end was not
installed correctly! Had to have truck aligned to center wheel! Should have been a direct fit!
Shaft ends do not have spine ends. They are a d-shape at upper end and a triangular shape at
bottom end! Bolt pinching lock! Steering shaft. This is a good product for the price. About half
the cost of OEM. The only problem is that after the install, steering wheel was not centered like
it should be. Will have to get an alignment to correct this. Cost of alignment plus cost of part
will cost as much if not more than buying OEM. Great Price Free Delivery. I will be back next
time I need any parts. I received my part the day it was scheduled and installed it according to
the video I watched from 1a no problems I will absolutely be using 1a in the future. Reviewed
both parts in other review very happy. I purchased this lower intermediate steering shaft
because i bought one 6 months earlier from another supplier and when i installed it the steering
wheel is at a 15 degree angle, thought it was poor quality so sent back and bought one from A1
Auto and the steering is still at a 15 degree angle. Only way i see to get steering wheel straight
is to take it in and have a alignment done and have them adjust wheels to make steering wheel
straight. Works well, fits well. The re-placement steering shaft assembly was a direct fit! Thank
you, Ron Dawes. Ford F Lower Steering Shaft. The Prize was a lot better than from Ford.
Installation was as easy as shown on the Video. But after installation noticed that Steering
Wheel is of center by about 5 degrees. Reinstalled it but no avail. I guess that how it is. F
steering shaft. Part arrived quick. Now I have smooth steering again. My steering is slightly off
center, but I expected that from reading other reviews. I followed the video instructions exactly
but had a terrible time getting the lower shaft bolt threading started. The bolt supplied with this
purchase is not tapered like the original one. After several attempts and removals I was able to
do it with the original bolt from the truck, I'm happy the threading was the same. I'm done, it's
over and it works, hopefully it lasts. Keep up with the Videos, Thanks,. Went in easy, steering is

now nice and tight! Perfect fit. Bought this for my f with electric power steering. This is an over
looked part that should be replaced if you want to maintain a like new driving experience. Highly
recommend! Fit perfect and great price. Fit my F perfectly, look like higher quality than the
original one. Great price and fast shipping. I followed the installation video from your website
and it was very helpful. Does this fit a f 4wd xlt? Johnw W. Yes, according to the information
you provided, this part will fit your vehicle. Adam G. Can this be corrected? Gary G. Does this
have grease fittings? Fred D. Thank you for the inquiry. This will not have any grease fittings.
Ian P. Does this come with new bolts? Gary D. Hello, Hardware is not included. Corey M. Call
Now Customer service. Ford is a registered trademark of Ford Motor Company. See all
trademarks. Guaranteed To Fit Providing you the highest quality, direct fit replacement auto
parts enforced to the strictest product standards. USA Customer Support Exceeding customers'
expectations every day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help. Instructional
Video Library Thousands of how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and model guide
you step-by-step through your repair. Terms of Use Privacy Policy. Narrow Your Results: Select
your year, make, model to find parts that fit Before proceeding, select your Vehicle, to verify this
Part will fit. Year So how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or
errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a
for-profit service, contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook
Retweet this page Email this page. Add Complaint. Steering wheel is wobbly on steering
column. While in motion on the highway changing lanes the steering wheel move in an
un-expected way. The steering moves in a North, South and East, West direction in motion while
driving or stationary parked. The parts include: Steering column, steering shaft upper, steering
column bearing retaining ring upper steering shaft washer, steering column bearing, steering
column bearing upper - Accokeek, MD, USA. The contact owns a Ford F While driving
approximately 50 mph, the steering wheel detatched from the steering column. The contact
pulled over to the road shoulder, pushed the steering wheel back in, and drove to the residence.
The following day, the vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic who bolted the steering
wheel back to the column. Hertrich Ford ocean gtwy, easton, md was contacted by phone and
referred the contact to headquarters. The manufacturer was notified of the failure. The vehicle
was not repaired. The approximate failure mileage was , The steering got vary tight on the
highway. Then I got off the highway and pulled into a parking lot. Suddenly the steering wheel
broke while entering the parking lot. I could move the steering wheel. But it was not turning the
tires. Thankfully I was in a parking lot and not on the highway which I had just left. If I was on
the highway I would not be writing this complaint. Because I would be in the hospital or dead!
Search CarComplaints. Other 5 incidents were about 3 years ago. Each occasion, slowing down
to a stop, engine shuts off while making a turn, and I put it in neutral while pressing brakes,
starts up, and I keep going down the road. I looked up any recalls but did not find anything
regarding this. F forums have the exact same incidents and when taking to Ford dealership,
they cannot find anything wrong. Please let me know my options of getting Ford to do
something. The steering shaft has two U joints, the one closest to the exhaust manifold siezed
up making it almost impossible to steer, very dangerous when pulling a camper at highway
speed to say the lease. I had it fixed by a Ford mechanic part was bucks alone and he said it is
very common on them. I noticed a recall on the crown victorias for the same issue on the police
models. Why is there not recall on the F ? While driving my vehicle, the steering became so
heavy that I was barely able to make the turn and was almost hit head on by a vehicle on a two
lane highway where the speed limit is After doing some research, this apparently is a common
problem in this vehicle. There should be a recall initiated by Ford Motor Company before
someone gets killed when their power steering fails. In a F, it is very difficult to turn the wheel
without power steering. Rpms have no impact. Not steering shaft, power steering pump, power
steering fluid, ball joints steering rack About 33, miles. Power steering cuts. This lariat F vehicle
has miles on the engine. This happens infrequently. It can be the first start in the morning or a
restart after the vehicle has run for hours. Always happens on a restart, not while the vehicle is
running. When slowing down at an intersection for example to make a turn the vehicle dies and
makes it very, very difficult to turn because the power steering does not work. I have almost
gotten into two accidents because of not being able to stay in my lane during the turn. I have
never seen a truck so difficult to turn when the engine is not running. Additionally, the truck will
not start after fueling. I had the truck towed the first time it happened and the Ford dealer
madison county Ford in richmond, ky said it was a transmission problem. The first time I put
fuel in the truck, it would not start. It sat a couple of days and started. The engine was stopping
just as it did before. Took it back to the same Ford dealer and they said they had diagnosed the
problem properly. The paramount issue is when the truck dies while driving and it can't be
steered properly. Steering effort is hard then easy then hard as steering is turned. Hard to turn

when parking. Steering shaft U joint is bad. Steering column broke at steering wheel knuckle
leaving it unable to steer. Made with cheap plastic causing wreck. While driving 10 mph, the
vehicle lost steering functionality. The vehicle was towed to jarrett scott Ford E baker St, plant
city, fl , where it was diagnosed that the steering rod had fractured and separated from the
steering wheel. The approximate failure mileage was 92, I was informed in February that Ford
would have an actual Ford steering rack, but almost almost a year later, I'm being forced once
again to accept an inferior after-market part. To make matters worse, not only do we have the
inconvenience of having only one vehicle, but we will again have an expensive repair bill which
we should not be responsible for paying. Most of all, the safety issue involved in our situation is
the most concerning as this fluid leaks onto the highway, as well as the fact that my ability to
steer my truck could at anytime be compromised resulting in an accident. The intermediate
steering shaft was binding up, causing a heavy steering condition, steering not returning to
center after turning and a binding condition. The part was replaced at approximately 36K miles
by Washington Ford in Washington pa. Approx 2 years have passed and at 63K miles
experiencing the same conditions with Ford replacement part. Service department could not
detect or diagnose an issue. An after market part has been ordered for replacement. After a long
search at local Ford dealerships for the part it was discovered that a number of Ford parts
dealers as well as big box parts houses have the replacement parts on back order. Woltz and
wind Ford in carnegie was reporting to me a 40 quantity back order for the part. Many
complaints observed online.
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emg pj wiring diagram
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Appears to be a safety concern with numerous owners online. Please advise. Bought new in
April , Ford xlt Now at 73K mi. Last two weeks. Could not start twice after filling up. Had to keep
flooring vehicle to crank over. Died at red light three times. Died at yield sign twice. Lost
steering control when engine died coming out of yield sign. Luckily hit no one. Negative
response on both. Told them thousands of same problem posted on internet. They told me
many people just post stuff. Many posters said Ford dealers computers showed no problem
when truck is hooked up. Too dangerous to keep driving. Will injure someone and myself, or
worse. Will be notifying Ford. The oil light came on and I lost all power I had to put in park and
restart. Took about 5 tries for the truck to restart. It did the same thing again about five minutes
later while making another left turn. Also, died when I was sitting at a light preparing to turn
right. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.

